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EVIDENCE
That the pandemic was planned...
- In 2015 Rothshild patented a test kit for COVID-19
- In 2017 and 2018 hundreds of millions of COVID-19 test kits were distributed worldwide
- Lyrics of a 2013 song called "Pandemic" said: "2020 Coronavirus. Bodies stacking"
- In 2010 a scenario about the pandemic was written, saying the goal was to create new levels of global control
- In 2018 Fauci guaranteed a surprise outbreak to occur within two years
- In 2018 a video showed a global pandemic starting in China, in the area of Wuhan
- Two months before the outbreak Bill Gates organized a 'coronavirus pandemic exercise'

For information about COVID-19, visit nhs.uk.

FACE MASCLES - THE TRUTH

The deputy medical officer for England Jenny Harries has warned that forcing people to wear masks could actually help spread the virus and cause the person to breathe it in. They could then catch it from one another. - 12 August 2020

Neurosurgeon Dr Richard Belfield said: "If you are not sick you should not wear a mask. They don't protect the public from getting sick but they prevent serious health risks to the wearer. By wearing a face mask the exhaled viruses will not be able to escape and will enter the airways and proceed into the brain" (Principles Scientific International 2020)

The British Medical Journal April 2013 states: "The use of face masks to control respiratory infections is not recommended".

The earplug manufacturer says: "This product will not provide any protection against Covid-19 or any other virus".

Face masks decrease oxygen intake, increase CO2 retention, cause asphyxiation and up to 100% of all oxygen is used up when breathing. Many cases of people collapsing wearing a mask and even dying.

The RT-PCR TESTS ARE A HOAX. This test was discovered by Tony Prince (July 2018) who said "It does not detect viruses. The CDC says a COVID-19 patient must not have previously contracted the common cold. The test only detects genetic material. CDC is Center for disease control Washoungton. 60% of positive tests were in fact negative New York Times."
5G Technology and induction of coronavirus in skin cells

The Truth About Vaccines
REPEAL the 1986 Childhood Vaccine Injury Act!!

- Vaccines are NOT safe 🚫
- Vaccines are NOT effective 🚫
- Over $4 BILLION+ already paid out to victims

www.bitchute.com/video/EyThPJo81neY

RethinkVaccines
Sharing truth. Planting seeds.
- Medical Freedom
- Read the inserts
- Pro Informed Choice
Bill Gates has become a founding partner in another company, this one is called the ID2020 Alliance, and its goal is to give every human being on Earth a digital id. How do they plan on accomplishing this feat? By combining mandatory vaccinations with implantable microchips.
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NVIC.org
The National Vaccine Information Center is an independent source for information on diseases and vaccine science, policy, law and informed consent.
Ink.bio/vaccinefreedom

Dr. Joseph Mercola Interviews Dr. Andrew Wakefield

vaccinefreedom This is a direct link to Dr Mercola's interview: https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/09/26/act-of-1986.aspx

mercola.com

Proceed with caution: This website fails to meet several basic standards of credibility and transparency.

The website of osteopathic physician and alternative medicine advocate Joseph Mercola, which has published false claims about standard medical practices such as vaccinations.
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Hugs Over Masks
WE CHOOSE LOVE & HUGS OVER FEAR & MASKS
🌟#FactsOverFear #LoveOverFear #HugsOverMasks - OUR VOICES ARE POWERFUL 🌟!!
hugsovermasks.ca/events

What the government DOESN'T tell you:
• Socializing boosts immunity
• Facial expressions are a key component to communication and human connection
• The heart’s electrical biofield reaches out 6 feet
• Bacteria ARE our immune system
• Viruses are part of a detoxing mechanism and are NOT the cause of disease